a To avoid confusion when referring to cell strains in this paper a prefix has been added to the strain code; b Number of population doublings (PDs) achieved at the Coriell Cell Banks prior to the receipt of the cells and the start of these growth experiments (where a passage number is given the PD value used has been set as zero); c Different batches of AG03141 WS cells. a The % increase is determined with reference to starting PD as far as possible: e.g., for N(AG04552) using SB203580 at 2500 nM the replicative capacity increase is (27.1 PDs-10 PDs)/(20.3 PDs-10 PDs) = 1.66% or a 66% increase in experimental replicative capacity. See Table S1 for starting PDs; b For definitions see Table S2 ; c nd = not done. 
